Hansa OX4T
Universal 4-channel receiver
in the One series, with built-in
transmitter.
Equipped with BUS T4 connector
for connection to O-View.
For remote control of any automation
on gates, garage doors, road barriers,
shutters, awnings, venetian blinds,
irrigation and lighting systems
or other electrical circuits.

OVA1

OVA2

OVA3

OVA4

Accessories

Compatible with encoding systems
O-Code and FloR.
OX4T manages 4 outputs controlled by 4 relays,
usable as power relays or voltage-free contacts,
to extend use of the Opera system also
to devices with specific provisions.

Code

Description

Pc./Pack

Trade price

Retail price

OVA1

Clamp for fitting connectors RJ14

1

OVA2

Connectors RJ14, type 6/4, for flat 4-wire cable

10

OVA3

RJ14 splitters, type 6/4, for cascade connection of devices on BUS T4 network

5

OVA4

Flat 4-wire cable for connection of devices on BUS T4 network, length 100 m

1

320,00
20,00*
120,00*
200,00

432,00
27,00*
162,00*
270,00
prices in ZAR

Controlled by the same transmitter,
all automations for gates, garage doors,
barrier gates, shutters, awnings and other
current loads, also with timer options.
The output relays can be associated
with specific functions for the control
of Venetian blinds.
OX4T can be connected via radio to the interface
O-Box and via BUS T4 to the multifunction
display O-View, to enable programming,
diagnostics, timed functions and management
of codes, also remotely by means of the modules
OVBT and OVBTGSM.
Code

Description

OX4T

Universal 4-channel receiver
with built-in transmitter

Trade price

Retail price

270,00

364,50
prices in ZAR

Thanks to the internal transmitter, OX4T
can be used as a repeater, thereby increasing
the operating range between transmitters
and other receivers in the One series.
2 programming modes: “Mode I” and the new
“extended Mode II” which enables expansion
of the number of controls to up to 14.
Multicode: OX4T is also compatible
with the transmitters with encoding system
O-code, FloR and FloR with or without
self-learning, for multicode transmission,
which enables the delivery of simultaneous
commands from a single transmitter.
OX4T is fitted with removable terminals
to facilitate connections and a generously
sized memory to enable storage of up to
1024 transmitters, with the option
for password protection.

Power supply (Vac 50/60 Hz)
Maximum absorbed current (mA)
Encoding

110 ÷ 240
80
O-Code / TTS / FloR (rolling code);
or Smilo (rolling code) or Flo

Frequency (MHz)
Antenna impedance (ohm)
Estimated range (m)

433.92
more than 0.5 for successful signal
200 in open spaces
35 if inside buildings

Radiated power (dBm)
Max. capacity of transmitter memory
Outputs
Contact capacity
Timer times
Protection rating (IP)
Working temp. (°C Min/Max)
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)

+2
1024 (maximum)
4 relays with NO and NC contacts, voltage-free
5 A - 250 V
programmable from 2 seconds to 540 minutes
44 (with container intact)
from -20° to +55°
128x112x43 h
260
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* The price refers to the sale pack.
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